
 

 
Situation in Brief 

 
An avalanche hit villages in Qandia valley - especially Bagroo Dara, Seri and Gatloo areas - in 
District Kohistan, NWFP on 16th February 2010. These small villages (or Daras) come under 
two UCs Karang and Kareen with a population of 23,728 individuals.  Bagroo Dara is located 
towards North at a distance of 125 Km (50 Km on foot walking distance and 75 Km on road) 
from the main Head Quarter Dassu. Due to heavy snowfall, on 16th February, 2010 at round 
about 1:00 PM avalanches hit Bagroo Dara damaging some villages (small daras)  namely 
Seeri, Karen, Gootlo, dedlo, Tari, Kachar, Razaka and Sayal Dara leaving people of the area in 
vulnerable condition. According to media reports 51 people have died, whereas 124 deaths 
were reported by local residents of Bagroo Dara who approached PRCS District Branch 
Kohistan on 18th February. 220 Houses comprising of approximately 1500 – 2000 individuals 
affected in the whole Bagroo Dara.  
 

 
Location of Kohistan District (highlighted in 
red) within the North West Frontier 
Province of Pakistan  

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/ 

 
 
 
The whole Qandia valley is cut off from the other areas of Kohistan due to blockage of road 
at many spots. There are 6-7 major whereas 10 -12 small sized avalanches/land sliding that 
have blocked/damage the main road leading towards Qandia, thereby leaving the people of 
these area in vulnerable condition. 
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Map Showing Dassu Region in District Kohistan 
 

Source: http://www.humanitarianinfo.org 

Dassu 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e7/Kohistan_NWFP.svg


PRCS Response and Situation Updates 

Accessibility 
 

The blockage of Karakoram Highway due to the several landslides of different intensities has 
resulted in Qandia valley - especially from Karan Onwards – being cut off from the rest of 
District Kohistan. The only way to visit the affected areas was through helicopters.  
Helicopters were made available by the District Govt. / Commissioner Hazara division to 
carry the Food and Non Food items to the affected areas.  Till now it is impossible to reach 
the valley by road because the 50 km of road access to the affected area is blocked.  

 

(sources: PRCS Direct observation from helicopter/Frontier Works Organization (FWO)  
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Pictures showing blocked roads due to several landslides; taken by the PRCS team while carrying out rapid 
assessment by-air of the affected Qandia valley through helicopters. 

Pictures showing houses snowed-in and most vulnerable; taken by the PRCS team while carrying out rapid 
assessment by-air of the affected Qandia valley through helicopters 



Disaster Response Team 
 

PRCS Disaster Response Trained teams of staff and volunteers were on standby position 
when they received an alert from the District Branch Kohistan. They were waiting to be 
deployed in the field to help in search/rescue, evacuation of the injured/Assessment but due 
to limited space in the helicopter it was not possible to transfer them to field.  They stayed 
on helipad and provided assistance in loading the Non Food items in the helicopters. They 
also gave assistance in shifting the injured person from Helicopter to Health Vehicle.  

 

PRCS Relief Provision and Distribution 
The first shift comprising of Food items from PDMA/Relief Commissioner Hazara division, 
already loaded at Mansehra, visited the affected areas and the items were dropped from the 
Helicopter. 
 
PRCS District Branch was already equipped with Non-Food Items (NFI) package for 125 
Families and upon request of the DCO Kohistan, these 125 families packages were shifted to 
the helipad. As it was reported by the DSP headquarter that in the first distribution 90% 
items (Food Items of PDMA/Relief commissioner) were lost because of unloading from such 
height. Therefore it was decided to drop only Tents and blankets to avoid loss of other items. 
 
So, on the second shift, the helicopter was loaded with 26 Tents and 132 blankets (6 
bundles) of PRCS-GRC (German Red Cross). These items were dropped at Seeri Dara. So far 
195 blankets and 26 tents have been provided to the affected people by PRCS. 
  
101 Tents, 125 Jerry cans, 125 wooden stove, and 125 hygiene kits are present in the stock. 

300 Families Food and Non Food items packages dispatched from NHQ Islamabad will reach 

Dassu by evening today. 20 winterized tents are also on its way from NHQ PRCS. 2 safe 

places for dropping Food items have been identified by the PRCS team through helicopters. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 PRCS Staff and Volunteers Loading Relief Items in the Helicopter to be dropped 

for affected families of Kohistan avalanche. 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Health 
 
Only Seeri Dara, Sayal Dera and Karan Dara are accessible through helicopter at the moment 
and PRCS teams are in place.  
 
8 PRCS Health Team members along with emergency medicines were shifted in the 
helicopter to Seeri Dara. They will stay there and have started medical aid to the injured.  
 

 
PRCS health team is making BHU Karan functional will do outreach activities from there. Till 
now they have treated 60 minor injury patients in Karan. 
 
PRCS Health personnel have also been dropped at Sayal Dara and shall start medical 
treatment soon. 
 

 

 
 

Affected community members of Seeri Dara where PRCS dropped Relief Goods 
collecting relief goods and conducting search and rescue operation using their 

own resources. 



 
 
Rescue 
 
While returning from seeri Dara one injured person at Karan was rescued via helicopter to 
Dassu helipad. The injured person was shifted from helicopter by PRCS volunteers to standby 
health vehicle but then due to his injuries, he was again shifted to helicopter for treatment 
at Mansehra.  

 
 
Coordination 
 
District Branch PRCS is in full coordination with all the stakeholders to avoid duplication of 
efforts and that is why having enough capacity to respond PRCS was the only on ground 
organization who supported DCO Kohistan at Dassu. 
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